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patients with primary insomnia
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Abstract
Background: Traditional medicine is widely used for patients with primary insomnia, but the studies showed inconsistent results.
We performed a meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) to evaluate the effectiveness of Chinese herbal medicine (CHM)
versus placebo for primary insomnia patients.

Methods: The electronic databases including PubMed, EmBase, Cochrane library, and China National Knowledge Infrastructure
were searched to identify the RCTs published from inception till July 2018. The summary weighted mean difference (WMD) with its
95% confidence interval (CI) for Pittsburgh sleep quality index (PSQI), sleep onset latency, total sleep duration, Athens insomnia scale
(AIS), and sleep efficiency were calculated using random-effects model.

Results:Fifteen RCTs comprising 1500 patients were finally included in the meta-analysis. Overall, patients who received CHM had
lower levels of PSQI (WMD: �2.36; 95% CI: �4.02 to �0.70; P= .005), sleep onset latency (WMD: �11.54; 95% CI: �20.55 to
�2.54; P= .012), and AIS (WMD: �0.59; 95% CI: �0.97 to �0.22; P= .002) as compared with placebo. Moreover, the summary
WMDs of CHM versus placebo were associated with higher total sleep duration (WMD: 0.79; 95% CI: 0.56–1.02; P< .001), and
sleep efficiency (WMD: 9.72; 95% CI: 6.49–12.96; P< .001). The treatment effect on PSQI might be affected by publication year,
sample size, mean age, percentage male, diagnostic tool, duration of insomnia, treatment duration, and study quality.

Conclusion: The findings of this meta-analysis indicated that CHM could significantly improve the symptoms of insomnia than
placebo for patients with primary insomnia.

Abbreviations: AIS = Athens insomnia scale, CHM =Chinese herbal medicine, CI = confidence interval, PSQI = Pittsburgh sleep
quality index, RCTs = randomized controlled trials, WMD = weighted mean difference.
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1. Introduction

Primary insomnia is a widely prevalent sleep disorder, and is
affected by multiple behavioral, medical, environmental, and
psychological factors, accounting for 25% to 30% of adults.[1–3]
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Approximately 10% of patients have severe insomnia with
clinical symptoms of the condition for at least several weeks.[4,5]

Numerous studies have indicated that insomnia significantly
affects health and quality of life, including memory problems,
depression, irritability, and cardio-cerebrovascular diseases.[6–10]

Furthermore, insomnia patients show a significant decrease in
their work efficiency, work absenteeism, and work-related
accidents, causing heavy burden to individuals and society.[11]

Currently, the widely used treatment regimens for insomnia
include medication, psychotherapy, physical therapy, and
behavioral therapy.[12,13] However, the treatment effects of the
above methods could be affected by compliance of medication,
and adverse side-effects such as memory and performance
impairment. Therefore, additional treatment methods are
required as the number of patients with insomnia is increasing.[14]

The treatment regimens of traditional medicine including
acupuncture, moxibustion, and Chinese herbal medicine (CHM)
arewidely used to treat patientswith primary insomnia.According
to a study, acupuncture is widely used for insomnia and could
improve the clinical symptoms associatedwith it, while the current
evidence was based on studies with poor methodological
quality.[15] Furthermore, a meta-analysis of 22 randomized
controlled trials (RCTs) indicated moxibustion as a more effective
treatment for insomnia patients than those who received western
medications, CHM, andother therapies. But the evidence levelwas
low due to insufficient quality of RCTs.[16] Moreover, another
important meta-analysis study indicated that patients receiving
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CHMdemonstrated significant improvement in the sleepquality as
compared with other treatment regimens.[17] However, the usage
of the background medicine could mask the treatment effects of
CHM, and could bias the summary results.
Currently, the RCTs that investigated the effectiveness of CHB

versus placebo in patients with insomnia were not systematically
reviewed and showed no pooled analysis. Therefore, the current
meta-analysis study was conducted to provide a comprehensive
quantitative analysis of the effectiveness of CHB for primary
insomnia. Hence, the main purpose of this study was to calculate
the effectiveness of CHB versus placebo for patients with primary
insomnia based on the published RCTs.
2. Methods

2.1. Data sources, search strategy, and selection criteria

This review was conducted and reported according to the
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-
Analysis Statement issued in 2009.[18] Ethics approval was not
required due to this study does not involve human or animals.
Studies designed as RCTs and that evaluated the effectiveness of
CHB versus placebo for primary insomnia were eligible for
inclusion in this meta-analysis, without restriction of publication
status and language. We systematically searched the PubMed,
EmBase, Cochrane library, and China National Knowledge
Infrastructure electronic databases for RCTs published from
inception till July 2018. The following search terms (“Sleep
Initiation and Maintenance Disorders” [Mesh] OR “primary
insomnia”) AND (“Traditional Chinese Medicine” [Mesh] OR
“Chinese Traditional Medicine” OR “Chinese Herbal Drugs”
OR “Herbal Medicine”) were used. The manual search of the
reference lists from eligible RCTs and relevant reviews were
performed to select any potentially eligible studies. The study
inclusion criteria were based on the PICOS criteria.
Two authors independently performed the literature search

and study selection following a standardized method. Any
disagreements between these 2 authors were resolved by an
additional author. The study inclusion criteria are as follows:
(1)
 Patients: primary insomnia;

(2)
 Intervention: CHM;

(3)
 Control: placebo;

(4)
 Outcomes: the study reported at least 1 of the following

outcomes: Pittsburgh sleep quality index (PSQI), sleep onset
latency, total sleep duration, Athens insomnia scale (AIS), and
sleep efficiency;
(5)
 Study design: randomized controlled design.
Observational studies were excluded as overestimation of
treatment effects might bias the pooled results.
2.2. Data collection and quality assessment

The data abstraction and quality assessment were conducted by 2
authors, and any inconsistencies between these 2 authors were
settled by the primary author by referring to the original study.
The data collected included the first authors’ surname, publica-
tion year, country, sample size, mean age, percentage male,
diagnostic tool, duration of disease, intervention, treatment
duration, and investigated outcomes. The study quality was
evaluated by the JADAD scale[19] based on randomization (1 or
0), concealment of the treatment allocation (1 or 0), blinding (1 or
2

0), completeness of follow-up (1 or 0), and the use of intention-to-
treat analysis (1 or 0). The best quality study scored 5 and the
poorest quality study scored 0.
2.3. Statistical analysis

The results from individual RCTs were analyzed as continuous
data, and the effect estimates of each study were calculated using
means, standard deviation, and sample size in CHB and placebo
group.The summary results forPSQI, sleeponset latency, total sleep
duration, AIS, and sleep efficiency were calculated using weighted
mean differences (WMD) and its 95% confidence interval (CI) with
random-effects model.[20,21] Heterogeneity across the included
studieswas calculatedusing I-squareandPvalue forQ statistic, and
I-square≥50% or P< .10 were regarded as significant heterogene-
ity.[22,23] Sensitivity analyses were conducted for PSQI, sleep onset
latency, and total sleep duration to assess the impact of individual
study fromoverall analysis.[24] Theunivariablemeta-regression and
subgroup analyses were conducted for PSQI based on publication
year, sample size, mean age, percentage male, diagnostic tool,
duration of insomnia, treatment duration, and JADAD scale to
explore potential heterogeneity among the included studies.
Publication bias for PSQI was calculated by using funnel plot,
Egger,[25] and Begg[26] tests, and P< .10 was considered to be
statistically significant. All P values for pooled results are 2-sided,
and inspection level was 0.05. STATA software (version 10.0
StateCorp, Texas) was employed to conduct all analyses.
3. Results

3.1. Literature search

The electronic search from electronic databases produced 3782
studies, and 3697 articles were excluded due to duplicates and
irrelevant studies. A total of 85 potential studies were further
evaluated. Of these, 70 studies were excluded due to comparison
of CHMwith other drugs (n=43), no desirable outcomes (n=9),
and patients receiving other interventions (n=18). Finally, 15
RCTswere selected for the final analysis.[27–41]Manual searching
of the reference lists yielded no new eligible studies. The study
selection process, and the baseline characteristics of the included
studies are presented in Figure 1 and Table 1.

3.2. Study characteristics

Fifteen RCTs comprising a total of 1500 patients with primary
insomnia were included in this study. These studies published
were between 2013 and 2014, and each trial included 33 to 227
patients. Themean age of patients in each trial ranged from 29.00
to 44.85 years, and the percentage male ranged from 18.33% to
60.00%. The duration of insomnia ranged from 1.62 to 75.76
months, and the treatment duration ranged from 2 weeks to 5.0
months. Of the included studies, 10 studies used Chinese
classification and diagnosis of mental disease-3 (CCMD-3) for
diagnosing insomnia, while the remaining 5 studies used other
diagnostic tools. Study quality was evaluated by JADAD scale,
where 8 studies had a score of 3, 4 studies had a score of 2, and 3
studies had a score of 1.

3.3. Meta-analysis

A total of 12 studies evaluated the effect of CHM on PSQI level.
The summary WMD indicated that CHM was associated with



Figure 1. Flow diagram of selection process of trials.
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lower PSQI level as compared with placebo (WMD:�2.36; 95%
CI: �4.02 to �0.70; P= .005; Fig. 2). A significant heterogeneity
among the included studies was observed (I-square: 95.9%;
P< .001), and sensitivity analysis results indicated that the
pooled results remained stable by excluding any specific trial
(Table 2).
The breakdown for the number of trials for sleep onset latency

and total sleep duration was 6 trials and 4 trials, respectively. We
noted that CHM significantly reduced the duration of sleep onset
latency (WMD: �11.54; 95% CI: �20.55 to �2.54; P= .012;
Fig. 3), but it was associated with an increased total sleep duration
as compared with placebo (WMD: 0.79; 95% CI: 0.56–1.02;
P< .001; Fig. 4). Further, we noted a significant heterogeneity for
sleep onset latency (I-square: 71.9%; P= .013) and no evidence of
Table 1

Baseline characteristic of studies included in this study.

Study Country Sample
size

Mean
age, yr

Percentage
male (%)

Diagno
tool

Zhang 2003[27] China 227 44.53 29.96 CCMD
Zhan 2008[28] China 100 44.81 35.00 CCMD
Zhang 2008[29] China 60 40.78 60.00 CCMD
Liu 2009[30] China 60 37.05 42.22 WHO ICD
Li 2009[31] China 33 34.67 24.24 ICSD-
Lian 2009[32] China 107 43.67 36.45 CCMD
Song 2010[33] China 212 NA 26.87 WHO ICD
Wang 2010[34] China 80 NA NA CCMD
Chen 2012[35] China 90 NA 42.22 CCMD
Qian 2012[36] China 210 44.42 35.24 ICSD-
Miao 2012[37] China 59 43.99 30.51 CCMD
Wang 2013[38] China 96 44.85 35.42 CCMD
Huang 2013[39] China 66 29.00 48.48 CCMD
Yuan 2013[40] China 60 37.05 18.33 CCMD
Pan 2014[41] China 40 44.55 50.00 DSM-

CCMD=Chinese classification and diagnosis of mental disease, CGI-S= clinician global impression-sever
sleep disorder, PSG=polysomnography, PSQI=Pittsburgh sleep quality index, WHO ICD-10=World He

3

heterogeneity among the included trials for total sleep duration (I-
square: 0.0%; P= .706). Sensitivity analyses results indicated that
the effects of CHM versus on sleep onset latency varied, while for
total sleep duration remained stable.
Data for the effects of CHM on AIS and sleep efficiency were

available from 3 and 2 trials, respectively. Overall, the results
revealed that CHM was associated with lower AIS level as
compared with placebo (WMD: �0.59; 95% CI: �0.97 to
�0.22; P= .002; with no evidence of heterogeneity; Fig. 5).
Further, patients who received CHM demonstrated high sleep
efficiency as compared with placebo (WMD: 9.72; 95% CI:
6.49–12.96; P< .001; with no evidence of heterogeneity; Fig. 6).
Sensitivity analyses were not conducted for AIS and sleep
efficiency due to smaller number of included trials.

3.4. Subgroup analysis

The results of univariable meta-regression analyses indicated
publication year, sample size, mean age, percentage male,
diagnostic tool, duration of insomnia, treatment duration, and
JADAD scale might affect the treatment of CHM on PSQI
(Table 3). Subgroup analyses results demonstrated significant
differences between CHM and placebo for PSQI in most of the
subsets. However, CHM showed no significant effect on PSQI as
compared with placebo in patients with a mean age of <40.0
years, percentage male ≥40.0, treatment duration >4 weeks, or
the study with lower quality (Table 2).
3.5. Publication bias

The qualitative analysis of publication bias for PSQI was
shown in Figure 7, and the results could not rule out publication
bias. Furthermore, quantitative analysis based on Egger (P
= .365) and Begg tests (P= .837) indicated no significant
publication bias for PSQI.

4. Discussion

Numerous studies have indicated that CHM could improve the
clinical symptoms for patients with primary insomnia, while the
stic Duration
of disease Intervention

Treatment
duration

JADAD
score

-3 75.76 mo Suan Zao Ren Gao 4 wk 3
-3 NA Huo Li Su Kou Fu Ye 4 wk 1
-3 27.6 mo Ye He Jian Nao Pian 4 wk 3
-10 9.10 mo Zao Ren An Shen Jiao Nang 3 wk 3
2 1.62 mo Jia Wei Xiao Yao San 6 wk 2
-3 20.20 mo Chan Ye An Shen Jiao Nang 3 wk 3
-10 NA Wu Ling Jiao Nang 4 wk 2
-3 NA San Qi Ke Li 4 wk 1
-3 NA Bai Le Mian Jiao Nang 8 wk 2
2 3.64 mo Nan Wu Wei Zi Jiao Nang 4 wk 3
-3 21.15 mo Xin Ren Shen An Jiao Nang 4 wk 1
-3 26.58 mo Zao Ren An Shen Pian 4 wk 3
-3 18.00 mo Xie Cao 5.0 mo 2
-3 26.16 mo Mei An Ke Li 2 wk 3
IV 66.96 mo Hai She Jiao Nang 4 wk 3

ity, DSM=diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders, ICSD= international classification of
alth Organization International Classification of Diseases, 10th Version.
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Figure 2. CHM versus placebo on PSQI for patients with primary insomnia. CHM = Chinese herbal medicine, PSQI = Pittsburgh sleep quality index.
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treatment effects of CHM versus placebo have not been
determined till date. The current quantitative meta-analysis
was based on RCTs and evaluated the effectiveness of CHM
versus placebo on the outcomes of PSQI, sleep onset latency, total
sleep duration, AIS, and sleep efficiency. This meta-analysis
included 1500 insomnia patients from 15 RCTs with wide range
of patient characteristics. The summary results indicated that
CHM was superior to placebo for patients with primary
insomnia in terms of PSQI, sleep onset latency, total sleep
duration, AIS, and sleep efficiency. The treatment effects of CHM
were affected by various study or patient characteristics and
require a large-scale high-quality RCT to confirm these results.
As reviewed previous meta-analyses, we noted patients

received acupuncture was associated with a significant improve-
Table 2

Sensitivity analysis for PSQI.

Study WMD and 95% CI P value

Zhang 2003 �2.28 (�4.15 to �0.41) .017
Liu 2009 �2.50 (�4.28 to �0.71) .006
Li 2009 �2.42 (�4.15 to �0.68) .006
Lian 2009 �2.30 (�4.07 to �0.53) .011
Song 2010 �2.58 (�4.29 to �0.87) .003
Wang 2010 �2.33 (�4.09 to �0.57) .010
Qian 2012 �2.50 (�4.26 to �0.74) .005
Miao 2012 �2.25 (�4.06 to �0.45) .015
Wang 2013 �2.19 (�3.99 to �0.39) .017
Huang 2013 �1.92 (�2.85 to �0.99) <.001
Yuan 2013 �2.44 (�4.21 to �0.67) .007
Pan 2014 �2.60 (�4.32 to �0.88) .003

CI = confidence interval, PSQI = Pittsburgh sleep quality index, WMD = weighted mean difference.

4

ment in sleep quality as compared with no treatment. Moreover,
acupuncture as an adjunct to other treatment produce marginally
increases the incidence of improved sleep quality.[15] Sun et al
found moxibustion was associated with better treatment effects
as compared with western medications, oral Chinese medicine,
and other traditional Chinese medicine therapies.[16] However,
stratified analyses of these 2 meta-analyses only based on
treatment strategies and control drugs. Ni et al conducted a meta-
analysis based on 76 studies indicated that CHM alone was
superior over placebo and benzodiazepine drugs for PSQI.
Further, combined CHM and benzodiazepine significantly
improved PSQI than benzodiazepine drugs or cognitive and
behavioral therapy alone. Finally, CHM produced more
beneficial effects and did not yield high-frequency adverse
Heterogeneity (%) P value for heterogeneity

96.3 <.001
95.4 <.001
96.3 <.001
96.3 <.001
95.5 <.001
96.3 <.001
96.2 <.001
96.3 <.001
96.3 <.001
81.8 <.001
96.2 <.001
96.2 <.001



Figure 3. CHM versus placebo on sleep onset latency for patients with primary insomnia. CHM = Chinese herbal medicine.
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events.[17] The findings of previous meta-analysis remained
robust, whereas the stratified analysis was mainly conducted
based on control drugs. To avoid additional factors biases on the
treatment effects of CHM for primary insomnia, this meta-
analysis focused on the effectiveness of CHMversus placebo, and
explored the potential impact of publication year, sample size,
Figure 4. CHM versus placebo on total sleep duration for patie
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mean age, percentage male, diagnostic tool, duration of
insomnia, treatment duration, and JADAD scale.
The pooled results indicated that CHM was superior over

placebo for PSQI. Although most of the included studies
reported consistent results, while 5 of the included trials
indicated no significant differences between CHM and placebo
nts with primary insomnia. CHM = Chinese herbal medicine.

http://www.md-journal.com


Figure 5. CHM versus placebo on AIS for patients with primary insomnia. AIS = Athens insomnia scale, CHM = Chinese herbal medicine.
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for PSQI. The reason for this could be the biases caused by the
evidence level and the statistical power, and was associated
with broad 95% CI and showed no statistically significant
differences between CHM and placebo. Furthermore, the
effect of placebo for insomnia patients showed significant
Figure 6. CHM versus placebo on sleep efficiency for patient

6

improvement in PSQI, total sleep duration, and sleep onset
latency compared with no treatment.[42] The results of
sensitivity analysis indicated robust pooled results and
confirmed the treatment effect of CHM than patients who
received placebo.
s with primary insomnia. CHM = Chinese herbal medicine.



Table 3

Subgroup analysis for PSQI.

Factors Group WMD and 95% CI P value I2 (%)
P value for
heterogeneity

P value for univariable
meta-regression

Publication yr Before 2010 �2.13 (�3.58 to �0.69) .004 81.1 .001 <.001
2010 or after �2.44 (�4.83 to �0.05) .045 96.7 <.001

Sample size ≥100 �1.70 (�3.38 to �0.01) .048 87.4 <.001 <.001
<100 �2.67 (�4.97 to �0.37) .023 96.6 <.001

Mean age, yr ≥40.0 �2.55 (�3.69 to �1.41) <.001 73.7 .002 <.001
<40.0 �2.83 (�6.86 to 1.20) .168 98.5 <.001

Percentage male (%) ≥40.0 �2.57 (�7.64 to 2.51) .321 99.0 <.001 <.001
<40.0 �2.21 (�3.38 to �1.04) <.001 83.4 <.001

Diagnostic tool CCMD�3 �3.62 (�5.45 to �1.79) <.001 93.9 <.001 <.001
Other �0.62 (�1.11 to �0.14) .012 0.0 .475

Duration of disease ≥24.0 �2.32 (�3.87 to �0.76) .004 77.8 .004 <.001
<24.0 �2.87 (�5.70 to �0.04) .047 97.6 <.001

Treatment duration, wk �4.0 �1.94 (�2.91 to �0.96) <.001 83.6 <.001 <.001
>4.0 �4.59 (�10.09 to 0.91) .102 93.0 <.001

JADAD scale 3 �1.94 (�3.09 to �0.79) .001 82.3 <.001 <.001
1 or 2 �3.04 (�6.48 to 0.41) .084 97.7 <.001

CI = confidence interval, PSQI = Pittsburgh sleep quality index, WMD = weighted mean difference.
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Additionally, the levels of sleep onset latency, total sleep
duration, AIS, and sleep efficiency were significantly improved in
patients receiving CHM. Although numerous studies reported no
significant differences between CHM and placebo for the above
factors, all studies reported a positive trend for the effects of
CHM versus placebo for patients with primary insomnia. These
results showed confirmed conclusions regarding the effectiveness
of CHM in reducing the daytime functioning and improving the
life quality, and supporting the use of CHM for patients with
primary insomnia.
Figure 7. Publication bias test for PSQ. P

7

Subgroup analysis was conducted for PSQI based on the
available characteristics. No significant differences between
CHM and placebo in several subsets were observed. The reason
for this could be due to the smaller number of trials in the
corresponding subsets. Furthermore, studies published in 2010
or after, sample size <100, mean age <40.0 years, percentage
male ≥40.0%, used CCMD-3 as diagnostic tool, the duration
of insomnia <24.0 months, and treatment duration >4.0
weeks produced more beneficial effects than corresponding
subsets. These results could be due to the following reasons:
SQI = Pittsburgh sleep quality index.

http://www.md-journal.com
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(1)
 the recruited periods of the patients were correlated with
medical education level and background therapeutic drugs;
(2)
 sample size of the included studies was associated with
statistical power and deviation in each group;
(3)
 the mean age of insomnia patients varies by differential
etiology of insomnia across the lifespan[43];
(4)
 females had excess risk of insomnia and the trend of female
predisposition was consistent across age, with more severity
in the elderly age[44];
(5)
 different diagnostic tools could affect the severity of patients
and were correlated with the treatment effects of CHM; and
(6)
 the duration of insomnia was associated with the severity of
disease and the treatment duration contributed to various
effects on symptoms.
Our meta-analysis has some limitations that should be noted:
(1)
 the investigated outcomes of individual trials were based on
self-rating scales, which might introduce additional difficulty
for accurate assessment regarding the severity of sleepdisorder;
(2)
 most of the included trials were conducted in 1 hospital,
restricting the representative of sample size;
(3)
 all the included trials are published in Chinese, which might
cause selection bias and potential publication bias;
(4)
 different dosages and categories of herbal medicine and
severity of insomnia could bias the pooled results and induce
heterogeneity among the included trials; and
(5)
 most of the included studies had low study quality, and the
evidence levels of these trials should be verified in large-scale
RCTs in future.
5. Conclusions

In conclusion, the pooled results of available RCTs indicated that
CHM versus placebo could significantly improve the clinical
symptoms for patients with primary insomnia. The improved
parameters include PSQI, sleep onset latency, total sleep
duration, AIS, and sleep efficiency. Furthermore, large-scale
RCTs should be conducted to compare the treatment effects of
CHM with placebo for insomnia patients according to the
patients’ characteristics.
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